
TRIP REPORT FORM
AGGIE SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

DATE: 12/29/22 CAVE: Jurnigan #2
SPECIFIC AREA: entire length of the cave
TEAM LEADER: Jenna Crabtree
TEAM MEMBERS: Jakob Denton, Josh Zawislak, Kate O’Connor, Luke Anderson, Luke
Fuka
TIME ENTERED: 10:30am EXIT TIME: 12:30pm

PURPOSE OF THE TRIP
Recreational.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR TRIP AND ANY SPECIAL OBSERVATION

We arrived at the BLM site where Jurnigan #2 Cave was nestled. We were
greeted by a sparse herd of cattle at the gate. We took the immediate left turn and
began to climb out of the basin. The road was in fairly good shape but high clearance
was definitely a god send in some areas. We parked at the appropriate spot and began
to organize our gear and cave packs. We left the vehicle at roughly 10am and fanned
out in a long line to find the cave. Luke Fuka found the entrance first and ushered us all
over.

After unlocking the gate and assessing the drop in the entrance we decided to
use a handline. We each descended utilizing a cross body harness technique to bypass
the possibility of someone slipping and falling in our very first cave of the week. When
about half of our group had already entered the cave, a rattlesnake was discovered
hiding behind the BLM sign hung inside the entrance of the cave. We were very careful
not to disturb the snake.

I entered the cave last and dropped everyone’s bags down via a figure 8 on a
bite and carabiner combo to Jakob, who was already inside the cave. Once I descended
I shuffled past people to lead the group deeper into the cave. We reached the end must
faster than anticipated and actually thought we had missed the correct passage. After
about 15 minutes of us searching, debating, and re-checking the map we all had a good
laugh after realizing our mistake. We did a short black-out and ate our cave snacks.

When exiting the cave Jakob went first to check the rattlesnake situation.
Unfortunately the rattlesnake had shifted to where her/his head was positioned



protruding from the edge of the sign. Placing the rattlesnake in a prime strike position.
After Jakob, Luke F., and I discussed options we decided to rip a trashbag and tie it to
the gate entrance to try and shield the snake. Luke F. climbed out next and set up a
belay system for those of us below, to be on the extra cautious side. Everyone exited
the cave scratch and bite free.

Our entrance and exit times might be a little off because half of our
phones/watches were on New Mexico time and the other half was on Texas time.



Luke Fuka explaining to the group how to execute a cross-body harness descent. Photo taken
by Kate O’Connor.



Jakob Denton waiting for bags to be lowered by Jenna Crabtree. Photo taken by Josh Zawislak.



Rattlesnake hiding behind the BLM sign in the entrance of Jurnigan #2. Photo taken by Jakob
Denton.



Jenna executing a cross-body harness descent in Jurnigan #2. Photo taken by Jakob Denton.



Jenna Crabtree checking the map, only to realize our very silly mistake. Photo taken by Kate
O’Connor.



Jakob Denton throwing up an Aggie signature thumbs up. Photo taken by Kate O’Connor.



Luke Fuka and Jenna Crabtree discussing rattlesnake defense plans if the snake were to fall in
the entrance pit. Photo taken by Kate O’Connor.



Luke Fuka belaying party members while they climb out of the entrance. The trashbag “shield”
can be seen in the background, providing protection from the rattlesnake. Photo taken by Jakob
Denton.


